
Open Cycle OTEC

Claude’s concern about the cost and potential biofouling of closed cycle heat exchangers led him to

propose using steam generated directly from the warm sea water as the OTEC working Suid. The

steps of the Claude, or open, cycle are: (1) Sash evaporation of warm sea water in a partial vacuum;

(2) expansion of the steam through a turbine to generate power; (3) condensation of the vapor by

direct contact heat transfer to cold sea water; and (4) compression and discharge of the condensate

and any residual non condensable gases. Unless fresh water is a desired by-product, open cycle

OTEC eliminates the need for surface heat exchangers. The name ‘open cycle’ comes from the fact

that the working Suid (steam) is discharged after a single pass and has different initial and Rnal

thermodynamic states; hence, the Sow path and process are ‘open.’ The essential features of an

open cycle OTEC system are presented in Figure. The entire system, from evaporator to condenser,

operates at partial vacuum, typically at pressures of 1}3% of atmospheric. Initial evacuation of the

system and removal of non condensable gases during operation are performed by the vacuum

compressor, which, along with the sea water and discharge pumps, accounts for the bulk of the open

cycle OTEC parasitic power consumption. The low system pressures of open cycle OTEC are

necessary to induce boiling of the warm sea water. Flash evaporation is accomplished by exposing

the sea water to pressures below the saturation pressure corresponding to its temperature. This is

usually accomplished by pumping it into an evacuated chamber through spouts designed to maximize

heat and mass transfer surface area.



Removal of gases dissolved in the sea water, which will come out of solution in the low-pressure

evaporator and compromise operation, may be performed at an intermediate pressure prior to evaporation.

Vapor produced in the Sash evaporator is relatively pure steam. The heat of vaporization is extracted from

the liquid phase, lowering its temperature and preventing any further boiling. Flash evaporation may be

perceived, then, as a transfer of thermal energy from the bulk of the warm sea water of the small fraction of

mass that is vaporized. Less than 0.5% of the mass of warm sea water entering the evaporator is

converted into steam.
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Open cycle OTEC eliminates expensive heat exchangers at the cost of low system pressures. Partial

vacuum operation has the disadvantage of making the system vulnerable to air in-leakage and

promotes the evolution of noncondensable gases dissolved in sea water. Power must ultimately be

expended to pressurize and remove these gases. Furthermore, as a consequence of the low steam

density, volumetric Sow rates are very high per unit of electricity generated. Large components are

needed to accommodate these Sow rates. In particular, only the largest conventional steam turbine

stages have the potential for integration into open cycle OTEC systems of a few megawatts gross

generating capacity. It is generally acknowledged that higher capacity plants will require a major

turbine development effort.

The mist lift and foam lift OTEC systems are variants of the OTEC open cycle. Both employ the sea

water directly to produce power. Unlike Claude’s open cycle, lift cycles generate electricity with a

hydraulic turbine. The energy expended by the liquid to drive the turbine is recovered from the warm

sea water. In the lift process, warm seawater is Sash evaporated to produce a two-phase, liquid}vapor

mixture } either a mist consisting of liquid droplets suspended in a vapor, or a foam, where vapor

bubbles are contained in a continuous liquid phase. The mixture rises, doing work against gravity.

Here, the thermal energy of the vapor is expended to increase the potential energy of the Suid. The

vapor is then condensed with cold sea water and discharged back into the ocean. Flow of the liquid

through the hydraulic turbine may occur before or after the lift process.


